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Abstract: Metasurfaces have received enormous attention 

thanks to their unique ability to modulate electromag-

netic properties of light in various frequency regimes. 

Recently, exploiting its fabrication ease and modulation 

strength, unprecedented and unique controlling of light 

that surpasses conventional optical devices has been sug-

gested and studied a lot. Here, in this paper, we discuss 

some parts of this trend including holography, imaging 

application, dispersion control, and multiplexing, mostly 

operating for optical frequency regime. Finally, we will 

outlook the future of the devices with recent applications 

of these metasurfaces.
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1   Introduction

The prefix meta- means to transcend the following suffix, 

which implies that one can think of the optical metas-

urface as something that surpasses the normal surface. 

Metasurfaces are different from normal surfaces because 

light reacts abnormally at their boundary in an unex-

pected manner [1–13]. Practically, they are composed 

of artificial subwavelength structures that utilize light- 

matter interactions for specific purposes. Like metama-

terials, the building blocks of metasurfaces are dubbed 

as meta-atoms, and meta-atoms are engineered to have 

abnormal electric permittivity and magnetic permeability 

that are not shown in natural materials. In addition, meta-

surfaces attract enormous attention thanks to their easier 

fabrication than metamaterials thanks to two-dimen-

sional shapes [9, 14]. As one can think, the scale of meta-

atoms should be smaller than the operational wavelength, 

so that the early researches on metamaterials or metasur-

faces were performed in microwave range, which has a 

wavelength in centimeter scale [11, 15, 16]. Recent nano-

fabrication technology makes it possible to manufacture 

tens of nanometer-scale building blocks on wafer, and 

this enables to make metasurfaces in the optical regime by 

scaling down the unit cell of the metasurface, well known 

as meta-atom. In this regard, this review will concentrate 

on recent metasurface researches that operates from near 

infrared to visible range.

Metasurfaces, regarded as future optical compo-

nents in the recent decade, have been widely studied 

thanks to their capability of light manipulation within 

subwavelength thickness. Each meta-atom is engineered 

to output desired electromagnetic characteristics inde-

pendently at spatially varied manner. Notably, light 

manipulation through meta-atom has surpassed the con-

ventional optic components in terms of their compact-

ness as well as their performances [8, 17]. Mostly, this 

nature has been utilized in abrupt phase discontinuities, 

generation of desired surface wave, sweeping polariza-

tion states with intensity, and creation of desired dis-

persive properties [18–28]. The metasurfaces first were 

exploited a lot for the desired wavefront control for the 

substitution of optic components with high-performance 

and ultrathin counterparts, such as hologram genera-

tion, lensing, and beam router [6, 29–38]. These prop-

erties have developed to go beyond the conventional 

device, such as polarization multiplexing, on-chip plas-

monic polarimetry, multiwavelength functionality, and 

dispersion engineering [19, 22, 39–44].

In this review, we will briefly discuss the principle 

of optical metasurfaces and review the metasurface 

holography, which has benefited from the elimination 

of unwanted diffraction orders and wide viewing angle 

for three-dimensional (3D) holograms. We will review 

researches from initial stages of hologram generation 
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to the latest developments. Next, we will review the 

practical metasurface application, metalens, which is a 

lens implemented with a metasurface. It covers a wide 

range of research from early study of focusing light 

with metasurfaces to recent applications of metalens. 

Meanwhile, we will also briefly discuss how they make 

unprecedented light control and are applied in real optic 

devices.

2   Metasurface holography

Holography, in its broadest sense, refers to the optical 

technique of controlling the wavefront of light as desired 

by spatially varied change of phase and amplitude [45, 

46]. Previously, in order to reproduce a hologram through 

the spatial light modulator, it is indispensable to have 

a pixel pitch that reaches up to micrometer scale and 

corresponding sampling problems that needs improve-

ment in image quality [47, 48]. However, in the case of 

a metahologram, which indicates the holography pro-

duced by a metasurface, the problems regarding large 

pixel pitch vanish thanks to its subwavelength periodic 

length. This is because each meta-atom contains infor-

mation of the phase or amplitude of light [1–20]. In this 

section, we discuss how light reacts with meta-atoms and 

review some of the representative metahologram studies 

together.

2.1   Early metasurface holography

Early metahologram studies exploited the Pancharatnam-

Berry (PB) phase control method, also called geometric 

phase [29, 31, 32, 39, 49–51]. This PB phase is based on 

a principle that phase retardation of the scattered cross-

polarization component is determined by the in-plane ori-

entation angle of the meta-atom. As shown in Figure 1A, 

the incident light should be circularly polarized light, and 

PB phase applies to both the cross-polarized components 

of reflection and transmission. It can be simply expressed 

by the Jones matrix as follows in regard of transmitted 

light:
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where Λ is a transformation matrix from the linear polari-

zation basis to circular polarization and R(θ) is a rotation 

matrix. t
xx

 and t
yy

 are the transmission coefficients from a 

meta-atom: t
xx

 is the x-polarized transmission coefficient 

when incident light is an x-polarized light, and t
yy

 the is 

the y-polarized one when a y-polarized light is incident. 

As seen from Equation (1), unlike other phase modula-

tion methods to be described, it has the advantage that 

it is not wavelength selective. The initial metahologram 

studies can be seen in Figure 1B and C [29, 49]. Hence, the 
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Figure 1: Phase modulation methods with meta-atoms and metahologram examples.

(A) Schematic diagram showing the mechanism of the PB phase method (bottom) and the graph of resultant phase value of the scattered 

cross-polarized component. (B) Transmissive-type three-dimensional optical holography by plasmonic metasurface [29]. (C) Reflective-

type hologram reaching 80% efficiency with plasmonic metasurface [49]. (D) Holographic multiplexing via plasmonic metasurfaces [50]. 

(E) Reflective-type helicity multiplexed meta-hologram [39].
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meta-atoms consist of metal scatterers, and the metasur-

faces that are composed of metal meta-atoms are called 

plasmonic metasurfaces. To avoid low efficiency, they are 

typically designed to operate in infrared or longer wave-

length regime. Here, the hologram generation methods 

used in Figure 1B and C are different from each other. In 

the case of Figure 1B, the hologram image is reproduced 

in the Fresnel range from the position of the metasur-

face. That is, it can contain information according to the 

depth of the image, so it is also called 3D holographic 

image. Conversely, the holographic image shown in 

Figure 1C is reproduced in a Fraunhofer region. This can 

be obtained through the Gerchberg-Saxon algorithm, 

which is a method of generating phase information to 

reproduce a hologram at the Fourier distance. The result-

ant phase mask is called a computer-generated hologram 

(CGH). As a result, there are two ways to reproduce the 

hologram through the metasurface. In addition, when the 

handedness or helicity of the circularly polarized light is 

changed, the sign of the PB phase is flipped, as shown 

in Equation (1). In other words, the PB phase converts to 

the opposite sign when the handedness of the incident 

light is reversed. Figure 1D and E show two applications 

of this method to the holographic multiplexing [39, 50]. 

Figure 1D shows the case where the CGH is designed for 

holographic multiplexing. The four different images are 

recorded in one CGH with various imaging depths. Here, 

note that the images of which the imaging depth is in 

negative sign are virtual images, and this can be applied 

in holographic multiplexing as follows: If the helicity of 

light is altered, the real image of rabbit is replaced into the 

bear image, which was a virtual image having the same 

distance from the metasurface before the helicity reversal. 

Therefore, if the image is measured at z = 500 µm, two dif-

ferent holographic images can be obtained by varying the 

handedness of polarization. Figure 1E shows an example 

of holographic multiplexing through the Fourier holo-

gram. When the helicity of the incident light is reversed, 

the Fourier image is inverted in terms of the coordinate of 

the image, as shown in Figure 1E. It is notable that both 

methods shown in Figure 1D and E implement multiplex-

ing by a single CGH, which means recording more than 

one CGH is not achievable with these methods.

2.2   Metasurface holography  
with more-than-one information

The study of metasurface holography has been carried 

out to increase the amount of information on one meta-

surface. This method is made possible by using a new 

structure, controlling the properties of incident light, or 

using a reflection space as modulating range with trans-

mission space [21, 52–59]. The phase control via PB phase 

is well known to have a broadband characteristic [21, 29, 

51]. However, if the resonant characteristic is added to the 

meta-atom for addition of auxiliary functionality or sub-

sidiary information, the broadband operation becomes 

impossible [19, 52, 54]. Consequently, broadband- operating  

metasurfaces that can function beyond single phase 

control have also been studied [21, 60–62].

As anisotropy is induced in the asymmetric molecular 

structure of nature, the asymmetric geometry of the meta 

atom can also give anisotropy as shown in Figure  2A. 

Accordingly, anisotropic meta-atoms have been developed 

to apply different phases in orthogonal linear polarizations. 

Unlike the PB phase, which is a method using structures 

of the same shape and size, the shapes of the meta-atoms 

should be different in order to elicit different reactions for 

two mutually orthogonal polarized light [20, 63]. This was 

made possible by changing the shape of the plasmonic 

structures (Figure 2B) [63]. This method is based on the fact 

that an abrupt phase discontinuity occurs depending on 

the resonant characteristics of the plasmonic structure. As 

the shape of the meta-atom can be freely adjusted within 

the constraint of fixed thickness, the metasurface can have 

spatially varying anisotropy. This allows polarization mul-

tiplexing in terms of phase control.

Another phase modulation method is possible for 

polarization multiplexing, which is detouring phase delay 

by arrangement of meta-atom [64]. Assuming that the 

meta-atoms are arranged in sufficiently long periodicity 

for the generation of diffraction order and the image is 

captured from the plane perpendicular to the diffracted 

angle, the phase difference between two adjacent meta-

atoms will be zero. Here, when one of the meta-atoms 

is moved horizontally as shown in Figure  2C, the phase 

difference occurs as result, which is kd sinθ, where k is 

the wavenumber of incident light and θ is the diffraction 

angle. As a result, it is possible to introduce an additional 

degree of freedom in phase modulation. Figure 2D shows 

the polarization multiplexing result when the phase 

detouring is combined with the PB phase [54]. As shown 

in Figure 2D, as the helicity of the incident light is altered, 

the reproduced CGH is flipped into the other one.

In the case of the hologram through the plasmonic 

metasurface, there is a inherent problem in that the holo-

gram conversion efficiency becomes low when it is made 

into a transmission type. This can be solved with a metas-

urface through a dielectric with high refractive index and 

low extinction coefficient. The principle is as follows: For 

a meta-atom of sufficiently high thickness, the effective 
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refractive index varies with the size that occupies a unit 

cell, and by its index, the phase can be modulated up to 2π 

[2, 7, 20, 65]. These all-dielectric metasurfaces have merits 

on transmission efficiency but are less advantageous in 

thickness than plasmonic metasurfaces. Usually the all-

dielectric metasurfaces have thickness similar to the oper-

ating wavelength, while plasmonic metasurfaces have 

thicknesses much smaller than that.

As shown in Figure  2E, the dielectric meta-atom 

has an anisotropic shape, which in turn contributes to 

birefringent characteristics. This is exploited to birefrin-

gent phase control in Figure  2F, which has near 100% 

diffraction efficiency in two different polarization states 

at near-infrared wavelength. Each of the silicon meta-

atom has spatially varying size parameters in both x- 

and y-directions, and this is attributed to the full phase 

modulation of both polarization states. In terms of the 

two degrees of freedom of ellipse size, it is possible to 

produce two independent phase profiles of t
xx

 and t
yy

. 

Until recently, this method has influenced almost all of 

the studies of polarization multiplexing metahologram 

including the study in Figure 2G [20]. As it is possible to 

realize independent phase control with unity efficiency, 

t
xx

–t
yy

 can be freely expressed as ejφ, by simple tuning of 
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Figure 2: Meta-hologram multiplexing.

(A) Schematic diagram of anisotropic resonant plasmonic meta-atom. The light scattered by this meta-atom becomes to get distinctive phase 

values according to the polarization states of incident light. (B) Polarization-controlled dual holographic images by anisotropic plasmonic 

metasurface [63]. The left images show the experimental result by polarization, and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images are shown 

on the right side. Scale bar is 2 µm. (C) Schematic illustration for the explanation of the detoured phase. As mentioned in the text, phase 

values are determined by the displacement parameter d of each unit cell. (D) Broadband and chiral metaholograms dependent on the 

handedness of incident light [64]. On the left are the camera-captured images by polarization handedness (right for upper, left for lower 

image). On the right is the SEM image of the fabricated sample. The scale bar is 1 µm. (E) Schematic diagram of dielectric meta-atom, which 

imparts a distinguished phase in accordance with the polarization state. (F) Dielectric metasurfaces for the control of phase and polarization 

with high transmissive efficiency [20]. On the left, the resultant simulation and experimental results are shown for two polarizations. On the 

right, the SEM images and captured image by optical microscope are shown. (G) Independent phase control of arbitrary orthogonal states of 

polarization by TiO
2
 metasurface [19]. Figures are one example of which the basis is circular polarization. The left image shows the captured 

holographic images. The sign depicted on the corner of figures indicates polarization of incident light. The SEM image of this fabricated 

sample is shown on the right. (H) Angle-multiplexed metasurface for independent phase profile under different incident angles [55]. The two 

images on the right are captured holographic images at different illumination angles. (I) The X-shaped metasurface for complete amplitude 

and phase control of light [21]. The right three images are captured by charge-coupled device camera with varying longitudinal position.
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size parameters. Therefore, in circular polarization basis, 

cross-polarized components can be combined with the 

PB phase to become dependent on the helicity, which can 

result in the imparting of two independent phase masks. 

Capasso’s group showed that, through the studies in 

Figure 2G, fine-tuning of size and in-plane rotation angle 

of the meta-atom contributes to create two independent 

phase profiles based on all orthonormal basis of polari-

zation [20]. As this mechanism employs the titanium 

dioxide meta-atom of which efficiency is up to 100% in 

visible frequency, no polarizer is needed at the output ter-

minal. Thanks to the efficient nature of dielectric meta-

surface, the meta-atom was designed to impart distinct 

phase retardation by the incident angle, that is, the direc-

tion of the incident light [55, 56, 66–68]. In Figure 2H, the 

shape of the structure is carefully adjusted to impart a dif-

ferent phase according to the incident angle [55]. While 

conventional metaholograms are mostly concentrated on 

phase-only hologram, the hologram that is reconstructed 

from the phase and amplitude together is desirable. In 

this regard, Figure 2I shows the independent and con-

tinuous modulation of the amplitude and phase in broad-

band through the X-shaped meta-atom [21]. This enables 

broadband characteristics by extending the PB phase and 

a remarkably low noise-to-signal ratio compared with 

conventional phase-only holograms thanks to the capac-

ity of X-shaped meta-atom, which carries amplitude and 

phase information together.

2.3   Full color metahologram

Wavelength multiplexing or full color metaholograms 

have been studied in various ways [40, 66–75]. When 

recording CGH, setting fixed image plane with inci-

dent angles by wavelengths can enable the full-color 

 holography. For example, as shown in Figure 3A, for green 

light, CGH is generated assuming the letter G is put in the 

center of the image plane [67–69]. Next, for red and blue 

lights, the angle of incidence is set in advance, then the 

CGH is calculated so that the letter (or image) can be gen-

erated at the predetermined image plane. In this way, the 

desired color image is retrieved only by the predetermined 

incident angle varied by wavelengths. This scheme has 

been applied in other color hologram as well, covering 

full-space color holography, which shows independent 

A

B

C

Figure 3: Multicolor metaholograms.

(A) Multicolor 3D metaholography by broadband plasmonic metasurface [69]. The left shows the conceptual illustration for understanding 

the scheme to achieve multicolor hologram. On the right is the measured holographic image that accomplished seven colored holographic 

image. (B) Dielectric metasurfaces for multiwavelength achromatic hologram for three wavelengths [40]. SEM image is shown on the 

top left, and the scale bar is 1 µm. Bottom left shows the unit cell of the proposed structure, and the graph indicates the mechanism 

of this metasurface: Each colored meta-atom contributes to the phase modulation of the color wavelength itself. The right image is the 

experimental result. (C) Noninterleaved metasurface for 26-1 spin- and wavelength-encoded hologram [70]. The top left image shows the 

operational principle of the proposed scheme. On the right, the top and side views of the unit structure are shown as well as the SEM image 

of fabricated sample. The bottom six images are the measured result of the achieved wavelength- and spin-encoded holographic images.
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colored images simultaneously in transmission and 

reflection space [66].

The method used in Figure 3B is to generate the 

wavelength-selective properties via adjusting the size of 

the structure and then to intersperse all the structures 

with one unit cell [40, 76–79]. Each meta-atom has a 

well-reacting wavelength according to its sizes in visible 

region. This makes possible to construct three independ-

ent CGHs for the three structures, and consequently, three 

CGHs, which have wavelength information as well, can be 

imprinted with one metasurface. The result can be seen in 

Figure 3B, and crosstalk is inevitable because each meta-

atom is not completely wavelength selective [40].

Full color holograms can also be implemented by 

recording many holographic images of different depths in 

a single CGH [70]. As shown in Figure 3C, this scheme is 

realized by the PB phase and utilizes the fact that virtual 

images that can be measured by looking inside the meta-

surface can be changed into real images simply by alter-

ing the helicity of polarization [70]. In addition to this, 

this scheme employs the diffractive characteristic of the 

metasurface of which the propagated position where the 

holographic image is generated increases by blue shift of 

wavelength. As a result, with image plane fixed and wave-

length and polarization shifted, the number of 26-1 images 

are multiplexed with non-interleaving metasurface.

2.4   Tunable metasurface holography

In the case of the metaholograms so far, the phase mask 

recorded in the metasurface cannot be changed into 

other information once it has been fabricated. To address 

these limitations, some of the recent published studies 

have proposed dynamic metaholograms using various 

methods [60, 80–83]. When a meta-atom is designed 

using a material whose permittivity changes by external 

bias, the metasurface can contain more than one infor-

mation without change of incident light properties. In 

the optical frequency domain, well-known phase change 

materials such as vanadium oxide, liquid crystal, indium 

tin dioxide (ITO), and GeSbTe (GST) based materials have 

been actively employed as dynamic nanophotonic devices 

so far [60, 80, 84–88]. Especially, GST is a material whose 

state changes from amorphous into crystalline and vice 

versa according to external stimuli such as thermal or 

electrical bias [89, 90]. In the study shown in Figure 4A, 

GST is used as ultrathin substrate that reacts resonantly 

with plasmonic metasurface to be utilized as dynamic 

metadevice [80]. This is applied in metahologram in the 

manner that the holographic image is reproduced only in 

the amorphous state, and in crystalline state, only mean-

ingless information is retrieved. In Figure 4B, the GST 

nanostructured metasurface is designed in a C-shape to 

impart two CGHs according to the states [60]. Two sizes of 

meta-atom are used to realize amplitude extinction at both 

states. This scheme is also used in other studies including 

research at Figure 4C (not in a chronological order) [81, 82].  

In addition, novel external biases using hydrogen and 

oxygen are also presented. As can be seen in the figure, 

this study using the state change of magnesium with the 

air is used as holographic image encryption or dynamic 

Janus hologram. A tunable metahologram can be real-

ized using the materials changed by mechanical stimuli. 

As shown in Figure 4D, the study used PDMS, which is 

a stretchable material, as a substrate for realization of a 

tunable hologram [91]. This study utilizes the fact that the 

image plane changes as the periodicity is tuned.

2.5   Recent metasurface holography 
technology

Recently, metasurface holography technology has been 

developed further to achieve unprecedented light control 

by novel meta-atom designs. Here, we introduce six rep-

resentative examples, which accomplish improved versa-

tility. The structure in Figure 5A is designed in the same 

way as the one proposed in Figure 2F [20, 52]. However, 

in addition to recording two different CGHs using the PB 

phase and the fact that t
xx

 and t
yy

 can be controlled in 

Equation (1), one CGH is additionally recorded through 

the novel algorithm. On the basis of linearly polarized 

light, additional CGH is recorded in t
xy

 (or t
yx

). On the basis 

of circular polarization, two CGHs are recorded in cross-

polarized components according to handedness of inci-

dent light, and the other one is added to the co-polarized 

component. As a result, three different CGHs are imparted 

with a single metasurface at the optical frequency.

Some studies have been made to control light in trans-

mission and reflection space together [42, 53, 54, 66, 92–94].  

For instance, the structure shown in Figure 5B takes 

advantage of the fact that incident light is reflected when 

two transmitted lights are out of phase in the range where 

no diffraction order occurs [53]. Both meta-atoms used in 

this paper are designed to act as perfect half-wave plates 

for high efficiency. Through a combination of two engi-

neered meta-atoms, asymmetric transmission controlled 

by handedness is implemented, and by the in-plane rota-

tion angle of the whole structure, phase modulation is 

achieved as well. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5C, a 

bifacial metasurface has been designed to impart different 
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CGHs in the transmission and reflection spaces simulta-

neously [54]. In addition to creating the same PB phase 

in the transmission and reflection spaces, independent 

phase control is achieved by controlling the phase dif-

ference between the two spaces by spatially varying the 

size of the meta-atom. Unlike the studies that accomplish 

the full-space control in the gigahertz region, the bifacial 

metasurface is composed of a single-layer silicon meta-

atom and operates in the visible range.

As shown in Figure 5D, a coherent meta pixel 

has been introduced in which the observed image is 

changed by the angle, wavelength, and polarization of 

A

B

C

D

Figure 4: Tunable and dynamic metahologram.

(A) Plasmonic metasurface for switchable photonic spin-orbit interactions based on GST [80]. The left image shows the material and 

schematic diagram for the proposed structure. The right two images are captured holographic images from the fabricated sample, which 

only show the operation on the amorphous state of GST. (B) GST-nanostructured metasurface for wavefront switching [60]. The left image 

shows the C-shaped meta-atom for the unit cell of the proposed structure. The middle image shows the SEM image of the sample. Scale 

bar is 500 nm. The right images are measured results according to the states of GST meta-atom and selected wavelengths. (C) Addressable 

metasurfaces for dynamic hologram and optical information encryption [81]. The left image shows the mechanism of proposed plasmonic 

metasurface. The right shows how the holographic image from the proposed structure can be dynamically tuned by hydrogen and oxygen. 

(D) Strain multiplexed metasurface hologram by stretchable substrate [91]. The left and middle images show the schematic of the proposed 

scheme. The two images on the right are captured holographic images by varying the pulling force to substrate.
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the incident light [56]. This coherent pixel scheme is 

meaningful because it is possible to confirm the multi-

plexed image by freely choosing the area to reproduce 

the image, unless it is measured with high-NA system. 

Similarly, some studies have been proposed, based on 

the fact that when the spectral characteristic, phase, and 

polarization state of a meta atom are different from each 

other, it is distinguished when observed in bare eye or 

optical microscope [73].

As the reflective plasmonic metasurface, a novel 

concept of holography based on two orthogonal meta-

atoms is proposed in Figure 5E [57]. This method enables 

vectorial holography, which can realize holography having 

the spatially varying polarization state and amplitude. In 

addition, as shown in Figure 4H, a plasmonic metasurface 

can be obtained by milling a metal plate while control-

ling the concentration of the focused ion beam [58, 62]. 

The resultant meta-atom breaks mirror symmetry, which 

is not achievable with fixed height and planar meta-atom 

[95–98]. This leads to the chiral response to the circular 

polarization, and some studies employ this scheme to 

realize polarization-dependent image generation. The 

study shown in Figure 5F achieves polarization-controlled 

Janus image, by control of the extinction ratio of the ampli-

tude by changing the incident light direction and polariza-

tion [58].

A

D

E F

B

C

Figure 5: Recent advances on the metasurface-based holography.

Each figure is arranged in order of schematic diagram of the proposed structure, SEM image, and experimental result. (A) Multichannel 

vectorial holographic image and encryption [52]. Regarding the experimental result, the upper two images are captured images varying 

incident polarizations with no polarizer at the output terminal. Lower four images are captured with polarizer: the left indications are 

incident polarization, and the right indicates the filter used before measurement. (B) Simultaneous circular asymmetric transmission and 

wavefront shaping by dielectric metasurfaces [53]. The left figure shows the unit cell structure. (C) Bifacial metasurface for independent 

phase control on transmission and reflection spaces [54]. The right figure shows the generated holographic image that is differently 

reproduced by viewing direction. (D) Coherent pixel design of metasurfaces for multidimensional optical control of multiple printing-

image switching and encoding [56]. Right three resultant images are obtained by different wavelength, polarization, and incident angle. 

(E) Diatomic metasurface for vectorial holography [57]. The top middle figure is the desired vectorial holographic image that possesses 

intensity and polarization information as well. The lower image is the SEM image for the sample. The right figures are measured images, 

which shows a great match with the simulation results. (F) Plasmonic helical nanoapertures for 3D Janus polarization-encoded image [58]. 

The right figures are measured images from different illuminated directions with distinct polarization.
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3   Lensing with metasurfaces

3.1   Metalens: lens made of metasurface

Recently, the commercial market for head mounting type 

devices such as augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality 

(VR) is increasing, and as the importance of lightness 

and compactness of devices such as cameras and optical 

sensors used in smart phones emerges, a demand for a new 

platform is increasing [99–101]. Through the Fresnel lens, or 

Echelette-type lens, the thickness of the lens can be reduced, 

but in spite of their potential, such a lens has problems such 

as the reduction of light efficiency compared with shadow 

effects [6, 102]. Conversely, by using a metasurface as a 

planar lens, ultrathin characteristics as well as no shadow 

effect can be accomplished [30, 31, 103–106]. In terms of 

development potential, research has been conducted in 

various directions to utilize the metasurface as a lens by the 

unprecedented light control ability of the metasurface.

Metalenses are often made of dielectric materials 

because their efficiency is important for imaging through 

the lens [30, 105]. Of course, similar to holography, the 

early metalens, which operates in the visible light band, is 

a plasmonic structure, so that it suffers from significantly 

low conversion efficiency considering practical imaging 

applications where efficiency is highly an important com-

ponent [107–111]. To solve this efficiency issue, plasmonic 

metalenses have often been designed as reflective types or 

in sparsely arranged manner similar to Fresnel zone plate 

[112–115].

As in the previous holographic reproduction, when 

designing the lens through the metasurface, the phase 

adjustment at the subwavelength pixel is required: A 

metalens is created by imparting a phase profile with a 

parabolic shape [30]. The phase modulation method is 

not much different from the previous one. The  metalenses 

shown in Figure 6A and B were designed through the PB 

phase [30, 31]. The metalens designed through the PB 

phase has the same size and shape of all the structures, 

and it is possible to control the phase continuously by 

adjusting the in-plane angle. In the case of the lens made 

with diffraction grating in Figure 6A, it is designed to 

operate in the mid-infrared region, and its diffraction 

A CB D
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Figure 6: (A–D) Early proposed dielectric metalenses [30, 31, 65, 116].

(A) Dielectric gradient optical elements [31]. High-index dielectric gratings using the PB phase are arranged to achieve the lens phase 

profile. The inset shows the intensity profile at focus. (B) Visible wavelength metalens for diffraction-limited focusing and subwavelength 

resolution imaging [30]. The left image shows the SEM captured TiO
2
 metalens. The right two images are the measured intensity profile 

near the focal points. The upper images are captured at the plane that contains the propagation direction vector and the lower plane 

is perpendicular to the propagation direction. (C) All-dielectric subwavelength focusing lens [116]. The upper images are SEM images 

from the fabricated sample. The lower images are showing the schematics and the measured intensity profiles of various positions. (D) 

Subwavelength-thick lenses with high numerical apertures and large efficiency based on high-contrast transmitarray [65]. The upper left 

image shows the tilted SEM image of transmitarray. The right images show the schematics of the proposed transmitarray. The lower image 

shows the intensity profile of the proposed structure. (E-G) Metalenses for multiwavelength operation [72, 76, 77]. (E) Multiwavelength 

polarization-insensitive lenses based on dielectric metasurfaces with metamolecules [77]. The left two images are the top view and the 

tilted view of the metasurfaces captured by SEM. Right intensity profiles are described as simulation (top) and experimental results (bottom) 

and detached by wavelengths. (F) Gallium nitride metalens for color routing [76]. The left images describe how the building blocks are made 

of, and the SEM images are shown as well. The right figure shows the experimental result of which the focal points are distinct in transverse 

direction. (G) Titanium dioxide metasurface for multiwavelength functions [72]. The upper left image is the tilted view of the fabricated 

sample. The remnant images show the measurement result of the multiwavelength lens.
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efficiency reaches almost 100% [31]. Designed as a thick 

titanium oxide nanopillar, the meta-atom in Figure 6B is 

designed to operate in the visible range, with a maximum 

focusing efficiency of 86% when the NA is 0.8 and the 

operating wavelength is 405  nm [30]. In the case of the 

metalens shown in Figure 6C and D, it is made by using 

the phenomenon that the effective index increases accord-

ing to the size [65, 116, 117]. These nanoposts are made of 

amorphous silicon, which are designed to operate in the 

near-infrared range, and the focusing efficiency is 82%. 

Unlike the PB phase-based metalens, the metalens oper-

ates independently of the polarization because the phase 

is adjusted according to the size of each meta-atom.

Like the way that metahologram progresses, the met-

alens has also been developed to have multifunctionality 

as well [118–123]. For instance, the metamirror has been 

proposed to focus light with respect to linear polarization 

by plasmonic metamirror [118]. This scheme utilizes the 

birefringent resonant characteristics of spatially varying 

sizes of plasmonic meta-atom. Also, by designing the 

phase mask as dependent to helicity by PB phase meta-

atom and spatial multiplexing, some studies achieve mul-

tifocus metalenses [119, 121, 124].

3.2   Metalens research progress: from 
multiwavelength to tunability

While the metalens has the advantage of being 

extremely thin compared with the conventional optical 

element, the effective index-based metalens has a dis-

advantage that the operating wavelength is limited to 

a single frequency and coma aberration is severe with 

respect to the incident angle [65, 116, 117]. To solve these 

problems, metalenses have been studied in various 

manners so far. For example, to compensate for chro-

matic aberration through an existing refractive optics-

based lens, various shapes of lenses should be stacked, 

which results in a bulky system. In the early days, this is 

solved through the proper design of the metalens, as did 

the full color metahologram [72, 76–79]. In the metalens 

of Figure 6E, each meta-atom is designed to operate in 

different wavelengths of 915 and 1550 nm, respectively, 

and the two meta-atoms are spatially multiplexed as 

one unit cell, dubbed as metamolecule [77]. It can be 

designed to have different phase masks for two wave-

lengths, and the proposed metalenses are made to have 

the same focal point. The metalens, shown in Figure 6F, 

uses a similar scheme as the metamolecule, by design-

ing three meta-atoms that respond to three wavelengths 

each, like Figure 3B [40, 76]. In this case, the material 

used is gallium nitride, and as the absorption coeffi-

cient in the visible light band is 0, like titanium oxide or 

silicon nitride, it is possible to design the metalens with 

high efficiency. In this study, color routing is achieved 

by imprinting the light in different transverse direc-

tions for each wavelength. In the case of the  metalens 

shown in Figure 6G, unlike the previous studies, it is not 

made by spatial multiplexing of meta-atoms [72]. This 

metasurface utilizes guided mode resonance, which is 

a resonance caused by the size of meta-atom, and leads 

to independent phase modulation for the three differ-

ent wavelengths. If there is no aberration for only the 

three most main wavelengths of red, green, and blue 

lights, it can be applied in optical devices based on tri-

color wavelengths, for example, optical elements in VR 

or RGB-type display.

However, in order to use the metalens as a practi-

cal lens for real life or AR, phase imparted from each 

meta-atom should be changed in nondispersive manner 

for continuous spectral band. This can be resolved 

through dispersion engineering through the design of 

the meta-atom [18, 22, 112, 125–127]. The method shown 

in Figure  7A is a reflection-type metalens that adjusts 

the diffractive characteristics of the metasurface, which 

enables to control not only the phase information but 

also the wavelength derivative in the near-infrared band 

[22]. This achieves a dispersionless focusing mirror at a 

wide bandwidth of 140 nm. After, a study of achromatic 

metalens for about 500  nm bandwidth by designing 

several reflective plasmonic meta-atoms was proposed 

in the infrared region [112]. In this case, each meta-atom 

has a distinctive frequency derivative that mainly con-

tributes to correct the chromatic aberration, and at the 

same time, the PB phase is used for the imparting of lens 

phase profile. This scheme is applied to the visible light 

band by dielectric meta-atoms as shown in Figure 7B 

and C [125, 126]. In both studies, the group delay or dis-

persion was controlled by changing the shape or size of 

the meta-atom, and the phase was controlled via the PB 

phase. This provides a basis for eliminating chromatic 

aberration for circularly polarized light, thus opening 

up the possibility that metalens can actually be applied 

with a certain degree of numerical aperture. Recently, 

a metalens that operates independent of polarization 

has been designed, as shown in Figure 7D [128]. It basi-

cally uses the PB phase, but by using the meta-atoms 

that are tilted at 0° and 90°, the handedness-dependent 

property is vanished [128]. Next, the dispersion charac-

teristics and phase are adjusted by the size and shape of 

each meta-atom, which is composed of more than one 

nanopillar.
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The metalens has a coma aberration that is not suit-

able for imaging, which was considered to be a major 

obstacle to real-life application of the metalens. Figure 7E 

and F show the doublet metalens as a basis for solving 

this problem [129, 130, 133]. Two doublet metalenses 

differ from each other in two ways: First, the wavelength 

bands on which the metalens operates are different, one 

for the near-infrared band (Figure 7E) and the other for 

the visible band (Figure 7F) [129, 130]. The second is that 

the former is based on the size-based phase control, while 

the latter utilizes the PB phase. In the case of the con-

ventional metalens, the point spread function is greatly 

distorted even at an incident angle of about 2.5°, which 

indicates that the coma aberration is serious. However, 

with doublet metalens, it can be seen that the aberration 

is greatly reduced even when the light is incident at an 

angle of 30°.

As in the study on metahologram, several studies 

have been introduced to control the characteristics of 

the  metalens through external bias [131, 132, 134–137]. 

Figure  7G and H show two representative examples of 

tunable metalens [131, 132]. The metalens in Figure 7G 

can be controlled by a total of five electrical voltage biases 

through which the focal point and astigmatism can be 

controlled by the transparent stretchable electrodes [131]. 

It is meaningful to adjust the focus not only in longitudi-

nal direction but also in the transverse direction as well as 

its astigmatism. In the case of Figure 7H, the basic princi-

ple is similar to the classic zoom lens [132]. It is composed 

of one metalens on substrate and the other one moving 

on the membrane. In theory, the optical tunability can be 

increased to over 300 diopters for the proposed design. 

Considering the performance of the proposed scheme, the 

future potential of metalens is well demonstrated numeri-

cally and experimentally with this research.

3.3   Researches on the applications 
of metalens

The metalens has been expected to contribute to the min-

iaturization of the optical instruments as it can contain 

much more information than conventional lenses or 

optic components [99, 133, 138–150]. Figure 8A shows 

an example of metalens that used the property of the 

PB phase: The sign of the PB phase is reversed accord-

ing to the handedness of the incident light [122, 144]. For 

instance, if a PB phase-based metalens is made to focus 

light for left-handed circularly polarized light, it operates 

as a diverging lens for the right-handed circularly polar-

ized light. That is, if a phase mask that operates for the 

left circularly polarized light and right circularly polarized 

light together can be formed with one metasurface and 

the focus positions of the two lenses are made different 
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Figure 7: Metalenses for correction of intrinsic aberrations (A–D).

One is the fabricated sample, and the other is the representative result of achromatic metalens, showing intensity profile with distinct 

wavelengths. (A) Dielectric metasurfaces for control of the chromatic dispersion in near-infrared region [22]. (B) TiO
2
 and (C) GaN metalens 

for achromatic focusing in the visible spectrum using the PB phase with designer meta-atoms [125, 126]. (D) Polarization-insensitive 

metalens operating in visible frequency [128]. (E–F) Metalens doublet corrected for the monochromatic aberrations [129, 130]. (E) The left 

two figures for schematic and corresponding right figures imply the difference in aberrations, which is severe at singlet (top), while it is 

improved in the doublet case (bottom). (F) The left figures show the mechanisms, and the right shows the measured results regarding 

illumination angle. (G–H) Representative tunable metalenses [131, 132]. (G) Adaptive metalens that can tune the focal point and astigmatism 

as well [131]. The upper image shows the brief mechanism of the proposed structure, and the lower graphs show the performances. 

(H) Metalens integrated with micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) for focal length control [132].
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from each other, two images can be obtained that form 

different focuses and also contain chiral information. In 

Figure 8A, the PB phase-based metalenses are used for 

chiral imaging to obtain different images when imaging 

chiral objects [144]. In order to realize such chiral imaging 

with conventional optics, it is necessary to set up more 

than two kinds of polarizers and lenses, which shows the 

strength of the metalens in the compact system.

Metalenses can contribute to compact optical systems 

because they contain characteristics that are not pro-

vided by conventional lenses. Figure 8B and C shows the 

results of the metalens spectrometer using the dispersive 

nature of the metasurface [133, 145, 146]. The spectroscopy 

through the metalens introduced in the Capasso group is 

implemented through a combination of commercial com-

plementary metal-oxide-semiconductor camera and met-

alens that has a phase profile in the off-axis focal points 

[145]. In particular, as it is implemented through the 

PB phase, it can resolve the helicity of the incident light 

through a single measurement. Ultimately, this metaspec-

trometer is encouraging because it was made very compact 

compared with the existing spectrometer. Figure 8C is a 

compact and folded  metasurface spectrometer recently 

introduced by the Faraon group [146]. This spectrometer 

is also characterized by its extremely compact design like 

the previous study. One of the most important factors for 

spectroscopic measurements is that the propagation space 

enough to implement dispersive properties is guaran-

teed, which is achieved by the realization of the compact 

folded metasurface. The reliability of the metasurface is 

further enhanced by these researches because the con-

ventional devices are significantly reduced in size, and 

with further development, compactness and performance 

could contribute to the integration of metasurface in real 

applications.

Metalenses are often applied in some optical systems 

by replacing the existing lens. In the case of the met-

alens shown in Figure 8D, the two-photon microscopy 

is implemented with a metalens [147]. This metalens is 

a birefringent dual-wavelength metalens, designed to 

operate at 605 nm wavelength with x-polarized light and 

at 820 nm with y-polarized light, and at each wavelength, 

this metalens has different focal points [79, 147]. Because 

of the dispersive nature and off-axis coma aberration of 

metalens, the performance of metalenses in two-photon 

microscopy was slightly lower than that of conventional 

lenses. However, the limitation can be further improved 

with recent metasurface design, and this is well discussed 

in this paper. As a result, considering the recent develop-

ments in metasurface design, it can be said that this study 

expanded the possibility of metalens-integrated system.

As shown in Figure 8E, a microlens array is fabricated 

through the previously proposed gallium nitride achro-

matic metalens and is used for light-field imaging [126, 

148]. This study shows that achromatic metalens can be 

used as a compact planar optical element in a real-life AR 

imaging device. Considering that the existing light-field 

imaging system consists of a bulky lens, the compactness 
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Figure 8: Recent applications of metalenses in devices.

Each figure is arranged in order of mechanism, SEM image, and experimental result. (A) Multispectral chiral imaging with a metalens [144]. 

(B) Ultracompact visible chiral spectrometer with metalenses [145]. (C) Compact folded metasurface spectrometer [146]. (D) Two-photon 

microscopy with a double-wavelength metasurface objective lens [147]. (E) Achromatic metalens array for full-color light-field imaging [148]. 

(F) Metasurface eyepiece for AR [99]. (G) Nano-optic endoscope for high-resolution optical coherence tomography in vivo [149]. (H) Planar 

metasurface retroreflector [150].
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of the entire system can be greatly reduced with metalens. 

Conversely, the system present at Figure 8F uses the metal-

ens as an eyepiece to greatly improve the performance and 

reduce the size of the entire system [99]. In the AR system 

with the metalens, this study has succeeded in greatly 

improving the field of view, which is one of the persistent 

problems of conventional AR system, which is difficult to be 

solved by existing lenses. The example shown in Figure 8G 

is an example of replacing the ball lens (or graded-index 

lens) with a metalens in the existing endoscope to improve 

its performance [149]. Measurement using a conventional 

system suffers from aberrations including astigmatism, 

which leads to the degradation of the resultant captured 

image. In this study, the diffraction-limited focusing with 

metalens is achieved, and improvement of both depth of 

focus and transverse resolution is obtained simultane-

ously, which is also difficult with conventional ball lens 

or graded-index lens. These two studies ease design trade-

offs because of the ability of the metasurface itself in light 

control and also have the advantages of compactness 

when metalenses are applied to real devices. Figure 8H is 

a planar retroreflector realized by a doublet of metasurface 

[150]. Instead of a bulky design for an existing retroreflec-

tor, this provides a compact planar retroreflector through a 

freely adjustable phase meta-atom.

4   Outlook

In this review, the metasurfaces are briefly discussed 

focusing on metahologram and metalens. We briefly 

summarizes the metasurface holography and lens with 

some representative studies by their efficiency, modu-

lation features, and operational wavelength in Tables  1 

and 2. The functionality is so greatly developed that can 

be applied in real-life devices, and some prototypes of 

metasurface-based optical devices are presented as well. 

Besides the discussed metasurfaces, numerous optical 

components have been replaced with the metasurfaces 

that have merits in compactness and performance. Repre-

sentative examples are polarizer, diffuser, beam deflector, 

beam splitter, and color filter [33, 34, 151–163]. Recently, 

with conventional bulk optical elements, it is tricky to 

output ultracompact devices, because the resultant device 

cannot help big sizes to have electronic, mechanic, and 

optical parts as a whole. Accordingly, there are needs for a 

compact and small-volume platform like metasurface. In 

this regard, the review discusses the potential of metasur-

faces, which are ultrathin elements that can freely control 

the properties of light, and studies on the enhancement 

of the functionality of metasurfaces and their practical 

application to devices are continuing. In addition, most 

Table 1: Conclusive table on meta-hologram.

Year   Material   Efficiencya 

(%)

  Modulation Feature   Operating 

space

  Operation 

wavelength (nm)

  Ref.

2013   Gold   –  PB phase   Transmission  810  [29]

2013   Gold   ∼10  Phase (eight levels), amplitude (four levels)   Reflection   676  [32]

2014   Gold   ∼18  Phase (four levels, polarization control)   Reflection   405–780  [63]

2015   Silicon   ∼91  Phase (polarization-controlled)   Transmission  915  [20]

2015   Gold   4.5  Phase (holographic multiplexing)   Transmission  633–1000  [50]

2015   Silver   59.2  Phase (holographic multiplexing)   Reflection   620–1020  [39]

2015   Gold   80  PB phase   Reflection   630–1050  [49]

2016   Silicon   75  Phase (polarization multiplexing)   Transmission  460–1800  [64]

2016   Aluminum   2  Phase (full color)   Transmission  420–740  [67]

2016   Gold   3.13  Phase (full color)   Transmission  380–780  [69]

2016   Silicon   ∼18  Phase (full color)   Transmission  473, 532, 633  [40]

2017   Titanium dioxide   43  Phase (polarization multiplexing)   Transmission  480–633  [19]

2017   Silicon   ∼46  Phase (incident angle multiplexing)   Reflection   915  [55]

2017   Gold   –  Phase (strain multiplexing)   Transmission  632  [91]

2018   Silver   ∼30  Phase, polarization   Reflection   650–850  [57]

2018   Silicon   –  Phase, amplitude   Transmission  473–660  [21]

2018   Silicon   ∼1.18  Amplitude (incident angle multiplexing)   Transmission  470–633  [56]

2018   Gold   6.8  Phase (polarization multiplexing)   Transmission  720–870  [62]

2018   Silicon   ∼30  Phase (holographic, color)   Transmission  488–633  [70]

2019   Silicon   ∼26  Phase (full space)   Both   660  [54]

2019   GST   ∼2  Phase (dynamic)   Transmission  1300–1700  [60]

2019   Chromium   –  Full color, full space   Both   430–750  [66]

aThis efficiency indicates the hologram generation efficiency, not diffraction efficiency from single meta-atom.
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of recent metasurface studies have been conducted on 

silicon, gallium nitride, etc., which are also used in semi-

conductor processing, so it seems that the process will not 

be a big problem for the pragmatic application.

However, there is still a challenge to actually apply 

metalenses and metasurfaces to practical devices. Typi-

cally, in the case of achromatic metalens in the visible 

band, which is considered to be the most actively used, it 

is difficult to realize a meta-atom that can satisfy both long 

diameter and high numerical aperture. In this regard, the 

dispersion-engineered metasurface is used as a disper-

sion corrector in addition to the refractive optics system 

[164]. The result is desirable in performance, but not suf-

ficiently attractive in compactness. The metasurface, 

which is considered universally applicable to any optical 

devices, also has a limitation because it is a passive device 

and the fabrication cost is not negligible. As mentioned 

above, there are many problems that need to be solved in 

order for it to be applied to real-life devices with stretch-

able substrates and metasurfaces through dynamic mate-

rials. Studies have been conducted to use metasurface as 

color filters and microlens arrays as alternatives, but sig-

nificant improvements in performance and process fee are 

needed.

Nonetheless, the metasurface will be enabled at large-

area fabrication processes in near-term, thanks to the 

development of EUV processes and mechanical improve-

ment of future stretchable devices. In comparison with 

the metasurface hologram study of the early days and the 

recent meta-atom design method, the modulation capa-

bility is not comparable in terms of efficiency and control-

lability. The number of researches applied to the actual 

system increases, and most of those accomplished a huge 

reduction of the size of the system. Added to this, recently, 

metasurface studies showing the possibility of improving 

the limit of the existing system has been suggested. Con-

sidering this, we are counting on that it is not a remote 

contingency to meet real-life devices, most of which are 

composed of metasurfaces.
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